Under-13 Boys Championship
Chicago G-Force: 2 - Eclipse Select: 1

Chicago G-Force Wins First
State Title With Late Goal

U13 Boys Champions: Chicago G-Fore

U13 Boys Finalists: Eclipse Select East

(Names listed alphabetically) Alex Meraz, Jose Alvarado,
Miguel Cruz-Brabo, Alonso Fragoso, Jose Fuentes
Sergio Fuentes, Edwin Galeana, Edgar Garcia,Giovanni Garcia,
Jovany Garcia, Omar Guzman, Shawn Herrera,
Ricardo Mendoza, Jose Ochoa, Julio Pedroza, Roberto Rodriguez, Sergio Rodriguez, Marco Romero;
Coaches: Walter Pedroza & Oscar Garcia

(Names listed alphabetically) James Barkei, Santiago Beltran,
Michael Catalano, Lloyd Chatfield, Luca Giovine, Troy Good,
Michael Jimenez, Austen Johnson, Erick Karkut, Miles Larson,
Daniel Lott, Rafael Macias, Carmelo Morales,
Nathan Sakevicius, Carlos Schultz, Brian Werchek;
Coaches: Marc McElligott & Randy Zolk

Jose Ochoa’s second score of the game with under 1minute left in regulation gave the Chicago G-Force a
2-1 lead over Eclipse Select which they held onto over
the final 53-seconds and stoppage time play, earning
the club it’s first ever State

Ochoa knotted the game at 1-1, 13-minutes into the
2nd Half, when he fired a shot from 5-yards inside of
midfield that hit the top left of the crossbar, ricocheting
down and into the net.

Championship. Carmelo Morales gave Eclipse a 1-0
lead at the 6-minute mark of the second half but from
there on G-Force turned-up their offensive preassure
led by Ochoa, Jose Fuentes and Sergio Fuentes.

Lloyd Chatfield, who had been making strong
individual runs all game, tried to get the offensive
momentum back for the Eclipse but strong play by the
G-Force defensive backline lead by Roberto
Rodriguez in front of keeper Sergio Rodriguez held off
the offensive attack.

Under-13 Girls Championship
Eclipse: 3 - Sockers FC: 2
(Pentaly Kicks Eclipse 3-2)

Eclipse tops Sockers FC in
penalty kicks to win title

U13 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select

U13 Girls Finalists: Sockers FC Chicago

(Names listed alphabetically) Hannah Babjak, Marissa Bosco,
Mia Calamari, Jacqueline Cardelli, Megan Kalkofen,
Katherine Koczwara, Carrie Madden, Kayla McCoy,
Erin Morgan, Ann Marie Niro, Nicole Niro, Chelsea Olson,
Elizabeth Parrilli, Kaylee Price,Meg Sadera, Angela Waddle,
Jenna Weiner, Nicolette Westberg; Coach: Rory Dames

(Names listed alphabetically) Erin Bailey, Rosalia Baldo,
Alexa Ben, Kristen Dodson, Taylor Fuderer, Gina Giancola,
Lauren Gierman, Morgan Harris, Tori Iatarola, Allison Ingham,
Ashley Ingolia, Natalia Pena, Maria Petrillo,
Mary Rose Pettenuzzo, Mallory Richardson, Jessica Schmidt,
Emily Zahrebelski; Coaches: Ahmed Gad & Cindy Martillaro

Hannah Babjak, Jenna Weiner and Kaylee Price converted on all three of their penalty kick attempts giving
the Eclipse Select the title in the Girls Under-13 age
division.

Nine-minutes later Gierman tied the game at 1, when
she converted on a penalty kick that was awarded
after a foul was called inside the box.

After exchanging goals throughout regulation and two
overtime periods, penalty kicks were needed to decide
the State Championship. Price stopped the Sockers
FC’s Lauren Geirman’s first shot attempt which was
followed by Babjak’s score. Erin Bailey evened the
tally a 1-1 but strikes off the crossbar by the Socker’s
next two shooters gave the Eclipse the 3-1 pk advantage and the win.
A hard fought first half saw the game tied at 0-0, until
Carrie Madden gave Eclipse a 1-0 lead in the 43rd
minute when she knocked a deflected shot attempt to
the right of Socker’s keeper Morgan Harris.

Eclipse almost reclaimed the lead on their next possessions but Madden stopped Angela Waddle’s hard
shot attempt after a previous Madden deflection.
The game would remain tied until just under 2-minutes
in the first overtime when Eclipse took the lead when
Kayla McCoy headed a Jenna Weiner corner kick into
the back of the net.
In the 87th minute, the Socker’s Maria Petrillo’s free
kick from 10-yards outside the box floated past the
outstretched fingertips of Price tying the game at 2-2.

Under-14 Boys Championship
Chicago Wind: 1 - Midwest Wings: 0

Wind holds off Wings strong
attack to win U14 title

U14 Boys Champions: Chicago Wind

U14 Boys Finalists: Midwest Wings

(Names listed alphabetically) Jesus Arenas,
Eduardo Arizmandi, Gustavo Carmona, Devan Dailey,
Juan Fajardo, Rogelio Gonzalez, Ramon Gutierrez,
Yacir Herrera, Jose Laboy, Isidro Leon, West Mandell,
Ivan Obispo, Baruk Perez-Vera, Frankie Rios, Jason Santos,
Craig Scott, Raul Soto, Charlie Versen;
Coach: Santiago Rubio

(Names listed alphabetically) Martin Alba, Christian Berhanu,
Justin Bickhem, Jake Cogan, Nicholas Cossyleon,
Joshua Crague, Alejandro Gomez, Ulises Hernandez,
Philip Huang, George Hudiczius, Eduardo Navarro,
Keegan Oldenburg, Christopher Rassel, Matheau Rogers,
Ruben Saavadra, Hairon Sosa, Christian Taborn, Antonio Vega;
Coaches: Bill Dekker & Jimmie Williams

Although they were playing shorthanded due to a red
card and forced to play most of the game on their side
of the field due to the Midwest Wings’ attacking
offense, the Chicago Wind were able to pull out a 1-0
win in the Boys Under-14 Championship Match.

shots struck the crossbar without going into the net.

Despite having to play 10-on-11 for the final
8-minutes, a high-lofted free kick from just inside
midfield bounced up and over the Wings keeper, who
had stepped out to deflect the ball, giving the Wind
what would prove to be the decisive score.

It was a tough end, to a very strong tournament
performance for the Midwest Wings. The Wings
entered the tournament unseeded and had to win five
games to advance to the title match. Their run
included wins against defending State Cup and
Region II champions the Elgin Pumas, Midwest
Regional League leader Lemont Raiders and the
always strong Chicago Magic North.

Looking to quickly respond in stoppage time, the
Wings had two strong scoring opportunities but their

In the first half, a penalty for pushing the goalkeeper
nullified a Wings score off a Ulises Hernandez corner
kick that would prove to be a crucial play.

Under-14 Girls Championship
Eclipse: 1 - Sockers FC: 0

Late Johnston goal proves to
be enough for Eclipse

U14 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select
(Names listed alphabetically) Celeste Carlson, Abi Gearing
Glory Gummersall,Erin Holland,Meegan Johnston,Bari Kesner
Cory Levels,Maddie Lipp, Fiona McKenna, Jenna Miller
Kara Morway, Cristina Mursuli,Sam Powers,Michelle Prokof
Cali Pyzdrowski,Katherine Treankler, Coach: Mike Nesci

The 1-0 final score, seemed a fitting end to a Championship that showcased strong defense and goalkeeper play. Meegan Johnston goal in the 69th minute
ended the defensive face-off and proved to be enough
offense for the Eclipse to earn a 1-0 win over Sockers
FC.
Christina Mursuli (Eclipse) and Brooke Dennis (Sockers FC) excellent play in-goal along with some help
from the defenders in-front of them prevented either
team from making any sustainable offensive runs until
the Johnston score.

U14 Girls Finalists: Sockers FC Chicago
(Names listed alphabetically) Bryce Banuelos, Carly Brown,
Gianna DalPozzo, Mollie Dalton, Camille Dela Cruz,
Brooke Dennis, Jackie Georgoulis, Megan Lindbert, KC Morris,
Michelle Mottonen, Jacklyn Nailor, Michelle Poulsen,
Jessa Rizzo, Alexis Sprague, Sarah Stram, Angela Torrito, S
avannah Uding, Kelly VandeMerkt; Coaches: Nilton Batata &
Art Wywrot

In stoppage time, the Sockers looked to send the
game into overtime but a goal was nullified for
offsides.

Under-15 Boys Championship
Chicago Fire Jrs: 2 - Sockers FC: 0

Fire Jrs. Shutout Sockers To
Win State Championship

U15 Boys Champions: Chicago Fire Juniors

U15 Boys Finalists: Sockers FC Chicago

(Names listed alphabetically) Zachary Allen, Alec Brazeau,
Daniel Burns, Anthony Cetera, Jonathan Clark,
Benjamin Cochran, Alfredo Correa, Joseph Davis,
Michael Frasca, Gregory Healy, William Huesing,
Maxwell Jones, Chidozie Nwagbara, Tanner Planck,
Mitch Reavis, Joshua Rosenbaum, Andrew Smith,
Cristobal Villegas; Coaches: Paul Cadwell & Trey Bradberry

(Names listed alphabetically) Arman Arami, Tom Arns,
Luke Comerouski, Zachary Conrad, Francisco Garcia,
Justin Gibbons, Charlie Giovenco, Ethan Jendrezejczyk,
Jeffrey Kreutz, Jonathan Krok, Nick Landsberger, Jason Lesch,
Joey Micci, Saul Mincilla, John Pothast, Damien Sampson,
Patrick Schulz, Dan Tovar; Coach: Oleg Vatchev

A spectacular goal in extra-time by Joshua Rosenbaum and
an equally superb strike from teammate Mitch Reavis early in
the second-half would be the difference in a 2-0 victory by the
Chicago Fire Juniors over Sockers FC Chicago in the Under15 State Cup final.

Rosenbaum would score the eventual game-winner when
Healy would initiate things and along with Frasca, would
knock the ball around quickly enough to stretch the Sockers
inside the box and allow Rosenbaum to thump a close range
header past
Landsberger.

A resilient Sockers absorbed plenty of pressure in the first-half
and frustrated the Fire which had three glorious chances near
the half hour mark only to fall short in its bid to find the back of
the net on each opportunity.
Jonathan Clark ran onto a nice ball provided from Gregory
Healy at 20 minutes but his drive went wide and moments
later Reavis went over the bar after his zig-zag run and carry
brought him in close on keeper Nick Landsberger.
Maxwell Jones and Michael Frasca combined on a nice 1-2
that would have Frasca near the spot to collect, but he also
was unable to drive it home.
Despite having the ball in its end far more than it wanted, the
Sockers backline of Charlie Giovenco, Ethan Jendrezejczyk
and Dan Tovar stayed composed and kept most of the play in
front of the aforementioned Landsberger.

Reavis would make it 2-0 at 56 minutes when on a run and
carry to his left, he unloaded a cracker the other way which
would
explode into the net despite Landsberger getting just a hint of
a touch on the shot.
"I just kind of came into the middle and gave it a (go) and on
its way in it looked like it deflected off another player," said
Reavis."State Cup finals aren't always very pretty soccer, but
today we would just grind out a victory to win the title and
move on."
"Once we settled down and stop playing at 100 miles per
hour, we played with a lot of composure and did the things we
needed to in order to be victorious," added Fire head coach
Paul Caldwell.

Under-15 Girls Championship
NSA Premier: 4 - Eclipse: 3

NSA Premier Fury prevents
total Eclipse of State Cup

U15 Girls Champions: NSA Premier Fury
(Names listed alphabetically) Mogba Agboola, Amanda Alberts,
Kelsey Allen, Jessica Bronke, Catherine Caniglia,
Shannon Donelson, Megan Effner, Jordan Ginther,
Jennifer Korn, Courtney McHugh, Rachel Miller,
Autumn Muckenhirn,Christina Ordonez, Katherine Short,
Alexandra Stratta, Zoe Swift, Amy Tadla, Madeline Thompson;
Coaches: Rade Martinovic & David Tadla
A modern-day soccer shootout at the OK Corral left fans gasping for air
and only one club still standing in the Illinois Youth Soccer Girls Under15 State Cup Final. NSA Premier capped a 3-goal blitz in the first 15
minute overtime period when Shannon Donelson struck the go-ahead
goal. NSA was then able to hold on for another 15 minutes overtime to
defeat Eclipse Select 4-3 and win its second straight State Cup championship.
"I cannot even find the words to tell you how proud I am of these girls
right now," said an exhausted NSA head coach Rade Martinovic, who
watched three lead changes occur before Donelson redirected a
Christina Orgonez serve just inside the back post in the 84th minute.
"I remember thinking how great it felt to see Shannon put that ball in the
net, but then right away thinking that now we had to somehow hold our
lead for another 15 minutes against a championship club like the
Eclipse."
This fierce encounter between the two rivals was not always of the highest quality, as it began at full-speed and would end in the fast lane, with
each side having its share of the run of play, while some remarkable individual efforts would add to a captivating Under-15 final.
Melissa Trofa was credited with the first goal of the match at 27 minutes
when her Eclipse teammate Carly Manso hit a well-paced ball towards
keeper Jordan Ginther that hit a NSA defender and send it in reverse to
allow Trofa to finish just under the bar.

U15 Girls Finalists: Eclipse Select
(Names listed alphabetically) Klaire Adee, Kristen Bronersky,
Paige DeThorne, Hunter Drendel, Lauren Hall, Emily Hattle,
Grace Holmes, Kristen Loquercio, Kaila Mack, Carly Manso,
Kylie Morgan, Paige Nitz, Olivia Pappalordo, Kelsey Patera,
Megan Perna, Alexandra Rodas, Kristina Tomaras,
Melissa Trofa; Coach: Rory Dames

10-minutes later, NSA equalized after Mogba Agboola hammered home
a 35-yard rocket to send this match into the break at 1-1.
Just moments after the Eclipse took a would-be goal off the line, Jennifer Korn stepped up and found the back of the net with her sensational
free-kick strike from 30 yards to give NSA its first lead of the match.
Manso who all match long would cause the NSA backline of Jessica
Bronke, Alexander Stratta, Catherine Caniglia and Korn plenty of trouble, was finally rewarded for her work rate when she was pulled down
inside the box at 62 minutes. The Eclipse striker calmly converted her
spot kick and send the match into overtime.
Once there, it wasn't safe for keepers nor defenders as each was under
seige from the get-go.
60 seconds in, Paige Nitz gave the Eclipse a 3-2 lead, however 2 minutes later Autumn Muckenhirn drew NSA even when she finished a rebound given up by Eclipse keeper Kylie Morgan who first saved
brilliantly a Ordonez attempt, and set-up the heroics of Donelson.
"To be able to beat a team such as the Eclipse finally validates how
good of a team that we really are," Martinovic would say later.

Under-16 Boys Championship
Chicago Fire Jrs: 1 - Campton: 0

Fire Jrs. Holds Off Campton In
Tight Under-16 Final

U16 Boys Champions: Chicago Fire Juniors

U16 Boys Finalists: Campton United Navy

(Names listed alphabetically) Peter Beasley, Jonathan Beavis,
Jacob Brindle, William Butler, Blake Carson, Robert Euler,
Grant Fitzgerald, Sam Hadley, Patrick Kaindl, Sean Mogan,
Eoin Moore, Sean O'Hara, Kyle Ortman, Omel Perchatsch,
Robert Rigg, Antonio Rodriguez, Patryk Ruta, Horacio Sanchez;
Coaches: Matt Kirkpatrick & Trey Bradberry

(Names listed alphabetically) Noah Anthony,
Zander Carpanzano, Trevor Cervenka, Timothy Engel,
Nate Esler, Kevin Hilgart, Robert Johnson, Seamus Kaminski,
Nicholas Lutsch, Zachary Matuszak, Nathaniel Pauer,
Eric Russell, Jordan Stallman, Christopher Tomek, Dylan
Tucker, Brady Wahl; Coach: Mark MacKinnon

In a test of endurance, will and plenty of patience, the
Chicago Fire Juniors would earn its 5th consecutive State
Cup championship trophy with a hard fought 1-0 victory over a
gritty Campton United Navy side.

at the heart of the Campton defense while winning most of the
play in the middle of the park against its counterparts.

Although the Fire would clearly domianted the second-half, it
wasn't until William Butler would rescue this match from
overtime when he finished a superb crossfield serve at the
back post from teammate Sean Mogan in the 70th minute.
"When a match goes on like this one (was) you kind of figure
it's going to be decided on a goal like (that)," said Butler.
While most of the first-half was played between the 18-yard
lines, it wasn't until just before intermission that the most
dangerous opportunity came when a free-kick blast from Brad
Wahl of Campton forced Fire keeper Robert Euler to save
near the post.
Sean O'Hara nearly struck as the first-half ended if not by the
quick-thinking Campton backline which cleared off the line a
sure goal.
After the break the Fire would spring one assault after another
on its opponent as its midfield began to make its presence felt

"We had most of the run of play, but just weren't able to get
one into the net," admitted Fire head coach Matt Kirkpatrick.
Consecutive saves by Nate Esler kept Campton in the match
near the hour mark and would signal a little more urgency and
chippy play from both sides as each pressed forward to break
the goal-less match.
Jacob Brindle nearly did (so) moments before the gamewinner when he headed over the woodwork from the spot.
Butler wouldn't miss on his chance though, when his welltimed run up the right flank met the Mogan serve.
Wahl would be unable to find the equalizer on two late
chances, his first blocked in close by a Fire defender.
"We struggled at times this season as we worked through
getting so many new players in sync and comfortable with
their new teammates, and during the last two weeks we have
finally come together at the right time," said a proud
Kirkpatrick.

Under-16 Girls Championship
Eclipse: 2 - Windy City Pride: 1

NSA Premier Fury prevents
total Eclipse of State Cup

U16 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select

U16 Girls Finalists: Windy City Pride

(Names listed alphabetically) Jaclyn Alynovich, Nicole Amari,
Murial Battaglia, Haley Cooper, Lindsey Daly,
Kathleen Dunaway, Elizabeth Flerlage, Emily Friedl,
Michele Giurovici, Sarah Gorden, Darcy Hargadon,
Alexia Krause, Jessica Luttrell, Gabriella McArtor,
Sarah McClenahan, Kelly Price, Maria Schwabe, Niki Sebo,
Georgia Waddle, Georgiana Wagemann, Megan York;
Coaches: Rory Dames & Mike Nesci

(Names listed alphabetically) Molly Abromitis, Steph Berryman,
Krissy Dorre, Kim Grimmer, Emily Gullo, Kelsey Holbert,
Emily Johnson, Victoria Kappel, Kelly Lewers, Carson Moesele,
Sam Neil, Lauren Noonan, Megan Oyster, Kim Reitveld,
Emily Scott, Erin Shulman, Becca Sutton, Katie Watt;
Coaches: Ko Thanadabouth & Alina Alaimo

There was a strong case of deja vu the afternoon of June 14 in Rockford.

over the Pride to thump her header into the back of the net.

Eclipse Select and Windy City Pride, the two clubs which played for the
title in 2008 at U15, would again find themselves opposite each other on
the Sportscore 2 pitch to decide the U16 championship.
Kathleen Dunaway, who last year struck the game-winner in a 1-0 final,
was on target once again, scoring the first goal of the match, then giving
way to teammate Muriel Battaglia's goal just before the break in a 2-1
Eclipse victory over the Pride.
The win gave this club its 5th consecutive State Cup crown.
"It wasn't always the prettiest soccer out there today, but we persevered
and played with a physical presence which against a team like the Pride
is sometimes the only way to beat them," said backline captain Haley
Cooper, who would help initiate both goals by the Eclipse.
The Eclipse showed purpose in the early going and spectators could
see the confidence begin to build just after the quarter hour mark, when
a quick re-start caught the Pride on its heels to allow Cooper and the
speedy Gabriella McArtor to work a nice one-two up the left side. With a
quick burst, McArtor would get free before her crossfield serve found
Dunaway and an easy back post goal.
At the half hour mark , Battaglia would use her height to elevate up and

The shattered Pride backline barely had time to regroup before the
Eclipse was at their throats again, but it kept its composure long enough
to block a pair of shots in close after Cooper sent a dangerous free-kick
into the box.
After the break, Pride head coach Ko Thanadabouth pushed U18 National Team pool player Megan Oyster with the attempt of reasserting
the Pride's authority in the attack, and while the industrious runs from
Oyster did open some space up for her mates up top, the ability of the
Eclipse midfield to defend and win balls, never allowed its opponent to
regularly threaten in the second half.
Pride keeper Victoria Kappel provided a marvelous save on Georgia
Waddle at 63 minutes after Kelly Price provided the helper to Waddle.
The Pride cut into the lead with a goal at 75 minutes from Kelly Lewers.
but it was too little too late.
"2-0 leads are always so difficult to hold onto, and when we allowed our
fatigue from the heat to cause us to lose our concentration (they) took
advantage," offered Cooper.

Under-17 Boys Championship
Eclipse Select: 2 - Chicago Fire Jrs: 0

Eclipse wins 2nd straight
Boys State Cup title

U17 Boys Champions: Eclipse Select

U17 Boys Finalists: Chicago Fire Jrs.

(Names listed alphabetically) Alden Bennett, John Butler,
Irvin Castillo-Lopez, Kevin Cavers, Kevin Fanning,
Timothy Grozier, Gordy Gurson, Kyle Gustafson,Miles Herbet,
Ismael Hernandez,Derek Kappes, Cameron Legan,
Stefan Luetkehans, Julian Montiel, Joshua Muchmore,
Jesus Oseguera, Zach Pearsall, Julian Roman,Tony Salcedo,
Shawn Singh; Coaches: Marc McElligott and Mike Litvack

(Names listed alphabetically) Antonio Alvarez, Andrew Bellmer,
Joseph Charielle, Michael Chwistek, Scott Davis, Mark Finan,
Nathan Freed, Joshua Kremers, Mathew Lalonde,
Michael Lenzi, Kel Markert, John Munson,
Michael Oleszkiewicz, Colin Rook, Cal Roselieb, Logan Spidle,
Sean Totsch; Coaches: Trey Bradberry & Ady Gray

Eclipse Select booked its place in the regional play at the expense of the Chicago Fire Juniors after an inspired 2-0 victory to
capture the Under-17 crown Sunday afternoon in Rockford.

Pearsall, who was sporting a bandage across his forehand to
protect the five stitches he received the day before during the 3-0
defeat of the Galaxy S/C in semi-final action, redirected a well
struck inward swing to the back post by Gurson in which keeper
Kel Merkert would have no chance to defend.

The defending State Cup champs played comfortably and fluidly
to grab the run of play from the onset and never allowed its
keeper Miles Herbet to be tested seriously in a match which
featured a handful of yellow card bookings and an injury to
backline starter Kyle Gustafson.
The Eclipse' captain who appeared to bump heads with a player
from the Fire at 22 minutes, left the match a little fuzzy, but after
getting attention from the training staff on site, finished the match
on the Eclipse bench to help cheer on his mates.
The shrill blast of the whistle from the center official was the only
noise that could be heard early on as both sides slept through
the early stages until the first chance fell to the eventual champs
with Shawn Singh heading over the bar at 27 minutes.
By now, a trio of Fire players were booked, and with the
continuing stoppage of play, there was little flow or possession,
until the first goal of the match.
Minutes after Zach Pearsall and Gordy Gurson were brought on
by coach Michael Litvack, the duo made their mark on the match.

Mark Finan would nearly equalize two minutes late, but that
would be it for the Fire until regulation time would near when both
Scott Davis and captain Mathew Lalonde were unable to get a
shot off during a scrum in close.
Just after the break, Kevin Cavers would roar up the center
channel and finish with an exquisite touch from just inside the
edge.
"I just carried on through and when just hit it when I got inside the
box," Cavers said.
Cavers' mates Tony Salcedo, Jesus Oseguera and Irvin CastilloLopez had too much pace and energy in the attack for the Fire,
who will advance into the regionals as a wild-card.
"Our first goal was to win our second-straight title (here) and to
go into the regionals as State Cup champions. Now we have to
go there and continue to play well," added Cavers.

Under-17 Girls Championship
Eclipse: 4 - Ela Elite: 3

Eclipse tops Ela in battle of
top MRL teams

U17 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select

U17 Girls Finalists: Ela Elite

(Names listed alphabetically) Nicole Aiello, Erin Dees,
Lynn Froetscher, Chelsea Grant, Kelsie Harris,
Alexandra Heller, Kelsey Hough, Natalia Jovanovic,
Ariana Kulinczenko, Vanessa Laxgang, Kecia Morway,
Maggie Murnane, Alex Neal, Kayla Paoulos, Christy Patterson,
Erin Pekovtich, Samantha Scofield, Lindsey Thut,
Katie Uyenishi, Jaclyn Wynn;
Coaches: Rory Dames & Marcus Laxgang

(Names listed alphabetically) Sarah Bartlett, Amanda Brait,
Kelly Brait, Kassidy Brown, Haily Chmela, Maggie Eisenhuth,
Jannelle Flaws, Rycke Guiney, Taylor Heatherly, Amy Johnson,
Nicole LaPetina, Deanna Libricz, Danielle Romano,
Alexa Rowe, Stacey Sanders, Srah Stauner;
Coaches: Tom Chmela & Rick Guiney

High atop the MRL standings, Eclipse Select and Ela Elite met in the final match
on Sunday in Rockford to decide the U17 State Cup champion and prepare for
the upcoming regional tournament in Sioux Falls.

and later, for the second time in the half, a Flaws goal was pulled back by an offsides flag.

With plenty of attacking firepower on both sides, it was no surprise to anyone that
the outcome of this match would need more than just 90 minutes to crown a
champion.
Samantha Scofield would spoil the hopes of Ela when she thumped home the
game-winner at 110 minutes and help send the Eclipse through with a 4-3 victory.
"It was scary at times at how this match was so similar to our (15's) match with
NSA earlier in the day and the way the scoring went back and forth, especially in
overtime when the defense was almost invisible at times," began Eclipse head
coach Rory Dames. "Thankfully we had a better result and finish in this one, and
now we move on."
With the gifted duo of Jannelle Flaws and Kassidy Brown on the front-line for Ela,
it was clear their teammates would target both on a regular basis, and it was just
14 minutes into the match that Flaws would strike.

A well-draw build-up led to another Laxgang strike when Kacia Morway dummied
a low drive from Kayla Paoulos to allow Laxgang to smash her shot at the back
post in the 55th minute.
However, a highlight film strike from Kassidy Brown brought this match even and
fans from both sides off their seats when the Carmel High School star unloaded a
low-flying guided missile off the far post and into the back of the net from 35
yards. Brown would leave the match for good shortly into the first 15-minute extra
period, but her absence was lessoned, albeit for just a brief minute or two when
Flaws gave Ela a 3-2 lead at 103 minutes when she finished a long ball sent over
the top from keeper Libricz.
The Eclipse responded quickly and were back on even terms when Maggie Murnane freed herself in a crowd to head a Scofield serve to the back post at 104
minutes. Scofield was in her glory midway through the second overtime when she
headed at close range at superb helper from Morway.

On the tail-end of a wonderful inside-out run, Flaws would finish a Nicole
LaPetina helper into the far inside netting.

"We're big rivals, so I am not too surprised at how this match went and how it
ended," said Laxgang. "We gave up some soft goals today, but the big thing (for)
us was we didn't panic and got ourselves back into the match pretty quickly."

The Eclipse would answer with the equalizer just 5 minutes later when the third of
three well served balls from Lynn Froetscher would help initiate a Vanessa Laxgang header after Katie Uyenishi provided the assist.

"Last year we pushed hard to win here (State Cup) and and later at the regional
tournament, but had little left for our national championship run. This year we
won't be making that mistake," offered Dames.

Deanna Libricz would stay on a Uyenishi ball sent with pace to the spot to turn
away a potentially dangerous situation at the half hour mark to keep things even,

Under-18 Boys Championship
Eclipse Select: 2 - Chicago Fire Jrs: 0

Inter FC wins first ever State
title in Pk shootout

NO TEAM PHOTO AVAILABLE
U18 Boys Champions: Inter FC

U18 Boys Finalists: FC Chicago

(Names listed alphabetically) Luis Cajero, Pablo Cardozo,
Rolando Cruz, Lawrence Damico III, Alonso Flores,
Johnathan Fuentes, Federico Hernandez, Wade Howard,
Irvin Jimenez, Cesar Martinez, Ramon Martinez, Hugo Mendez,
Luis Montoya, Alex Munoz, Luis Orozo, Miguel Rivera,
Manuel Serrano, John Stewart, Frane Strmic, Alfredo Tovar,
Chris Vidos, Adrian Vigil; Coaches: Chris Koloffon &
Matt Prunckle

(Names listed alphabetically) Arman Arami, Tom Arns,
Luke Comerouski, Zachary Conrad, Francisco Garcia,
Justin Gibbons, Charlie Giovenco, Ethan Jendrezejczyk,
Jeffrey Kreutz, Jonathan Krok, Nick Landsberger, Jason Lesch,
Joey Micci, Saul Mincilla, John Pothast, Damien Sampson,
Patrick Schulz, Dan Tovar; Coach: Oleg Vatchev

Inter FC captured the U18 championship after outscoring FC
Chicago 4-2 in a PK shoot-out in a tight, tense breakfast special the
morning of June 7 at Sportscore One.

for overtime," offered Inter FC head coach Matt Prunckle.

It proved nearly impossible to seperate the sides after 120 minutes
with each club having extraordinary chances to score, all with
enough drama and captivating play to give the rain-soaked faithful
plenty of thrills right on through 7 rounds of shoot-out before
Federico Hernandez heroics sealed the win for Inter.
With the action fast and furious in the opening minutes, FC Chicago
looked certain to score after just missing on two chances in the first
10 minutes.
A close call at 17 minutes saw Keith Thurman brought down inside
the box to set-up a subsequent PK - which James Kelly calmly
converted from the spot.
Right from the restart, Inter's Johnathan Fuentes curled his free-kick
effort on frame, only to have keeper Tijan Milanic push the shot over
the bar.
Alonso Flores drew Inter even at 75 minutes with a wonderous sidevolley which was hit so violently and quickly that all that Milanic
could do was take the ball out of the back of the net and send it
upfield to being play again.
"That (first) goal finally helped settle us down and help prepare us

Thurman would chip keeper Chris Vidos at the near post to give FC
Chicago a 2-1 lead in the 101st minute, however, Irvin Jiminez's
ensational 114 minute equalizer off a Miguel Rivera helper canceled
the go-ahead goal from Thurman and left this match to be settled by
penalties.
Javier Torres, Kelly, Ryan Malki, Alex Nagatkin and Patrick Holmes
all successfully dispatched their spot kicks past Inter's Vidos, while
Strmic, Wade Howard, Miguel Rivera, Flores and Vigil did the same
against Milanic.
The 7th and deciding round leaned heavily on Obina Ekwueme of
FC Chicago and Federico Hernandez (Inter) and when Ekwueme
went high over the woodwork with his attempt it gave Hernandez his
chance to be man-of-the-match, which he did with confidence.
"Soccer is its cruelist when a match is decided in shoot-out, and if
you have been in the sport long enough, you've been on both sides
of (this) result," said Prunckle, who would celebrate Inter's first-ever
State Cup championship with is players, friends and families well
after the Hernandez coversion.
"You just give it your best in a situation like that, and hope that things
go your way when it's over."

Under-18 Girls Championship
Eclipse: 4 - NSA: 0

Early 3 goal lead more than
enough for Eclipse U18 win

U18 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select

U18 Girls Finalists: NSA Premier Tigers

(Names listed alphabetically) Lee Battaglia, Rachel Brown,
Libby Cooper, Leah Fortune, Alexa Gaul, Kellie Gavigan,
Alexandria Hall, Stephanie Iantorno, Haley Krentz,
Mary Kubiuk, Nicole Lipp, Heather Marik, Karissa Miller,
Rachel Quon, Bri Rodriguez, Carly Smith, Taylor Vancil;
Coaches: Mike Nesci & Rory Dames

(Names listed alphabetically) Amy Baschen, Kathleen Baschen,
Kelly Blumberg, Hannah Brenner, Kristina Dolak, Jordan Doyle,
Wesley Durham, Dana Flinn, Shelbi Johnson, Colleen Kerger,
Amanda Knezovich, Jessica Kodiak, Brianna Magill,
Sarah Malatt, Samantha Perry, Jessica Rubin, Hillary Scott,
Colleen Sheehan, Brittany Taylor, Andrea Veldhuizen,
Erin Zaideman; Coaches: James Tonner & Ed Leon

The Eclipse wasted little time in claiming its crown at Under-18,
scoring three first-half goals before cruising to a 4-0 victory over
NSA Premier Tigers at Sportscore 2.

crease its lead when Brown collected a loose ball in close before
blistering a low blast past NSA keeper Erin Zaideman who had
little chance to react.

Marquette-bound Rachel Brown was the creator in chief for the
Eclipse as she helped her midfield mates take a grip on the
match early on, while also finding the back of the net twice before
the break to give her an almost insurmountable three-goal cushion after 45 minutes of soccer.

Zaideman kept it close with consecutive saves on Brown, before
the player-of-the-match for the Eclipse made it 3-0 in stoppage
time when she was sent through by Rodriguez.

"This is the best team that I have ever played with," began
Brown. "From front to back we have players who are talented,
unselfish and all ready to do whatever it takes to succeed."
Brown formed a three-headed attacking monster in the middle of
the park along with Nicole Lipp and Bre Rodriguez which gave
NSA fits from the opening whistle as they struggled to maintain
any type of possession for the first half hour of play.
Stephanie Iantoro would score the eventual game-winner when
she thumped a well-placed serve to the back post from Libby
Cooper who had tricked her way free along the endline before
finding Iantoro. The match immediately opened up following the
Iantoro goal and it took just two minutes for the Eclipse to in-

"It's great having (Bri) back after she missed last year with an
ACL," said Brown.
Kelly Blumberg, easily the best player on the pitch for NSA during
her 90 minutes of soccer, gave her club its lone chance when
she had a go at 56 minutes at Eclipse keeper Alexa Gaul, but her
shot only interrupted an already high flying Eclipse attack for just
a moment.
Zaideman stopped Iantorno who would get free in close with the
help of Rodriguez, but the NSA keeper was unable to deny Lipp
who snapped in the final goal of the match at 90 minutes.

Under-19 Boys Championship
Chicago Fire Jrs: 2 - SLSG: 0

Chicago Fire Jrs.’ all-star
roster leads team to title

U19 Boys Champions: Chicago Fire Juniors
(Names listed alphabetically) Michael Bethel,
Bart Boguszweski,Brice Carr, Andrew Duran, Sam Etim,
Ethan Finlay, Bryan Gaul, Ryan Garcia, Amilcar Herrera,
Brad Horton, Jarrett Kerr, Brendan King,Alexander Konchar,
Calum Mallace, Eric Marofske, David Meves, Cuitlahuac Meza,
Steve Purdy, Mark Roos, Julian Serrrato, Seth Stockley,
Erik Warren; Coaches: Trey Bradberry & Larry Sunderland
Goals on either side of the break by Calum Mallace and Amilcar
Herrera, and a water tight backline proved to much for an
undermanned SLSG Illinois side in a 2-0 victory by the Chicago Fire
Juniors in the championship match at Under-19.
With its who's- who roster filled with former Illinois prep and current
collegiate starts, the Fire looked every bit the of a championship club
as it moved the ball around the pitch with confidence and class to
slowly take apart a SLSG club that opened the match with just two
reserves, which took its toll as the rising heat and humidity became
just another deterrent in the hopes of the southern Illinois side.
Worries about marking in the midfield became a reality for SLSG as
it was apparent from the onset that the duo of Julian Serrato (UIC)
and Brendan King (Notre Dame) had far too much pace as they
each took turns breaking through the middle of the park to regularly
find its front-runners or provide its mates on the flanks with
opportunities of their own.
The first 10 minutes resembled more of a chess match as each side
tested and probed its opponents back-line, but near the quarter
hour mark the Fire began to cause problems.
Mark Roos (Wisconsin) had a go at 24 minutes, while a Serrato
bicycle in close wowed the crowd but was easily saved by Zane
Reifsteck.
And while the run of play was clearly in favor of the Fire, there was

U19 Boys Finalists: St. Louis Scott Gallagher
Illinois
(Names listed alphabetically) William Bloink, Christopher Comstock,
Timothy Day, Tyler Easley, Sam Kosterman, Tad Kreamalmeyer,
Keith Mach, Tyler McNabb, Michael Miller, Daniel Moradi,
Ryan Muich, Zane Reifsteck, Blake Schneider, Robert Smith,
Aaron Streid, Jonathan Svigos, Kameron Young;
Coaches: John Van Buskirk & Dale Schilly.
little in its attack after some beautiful build-up as the attack bogged
down and lacked the proper bite needed in the final third of the
SLSG side.
While SLSG did manage to defend well and keep most of the play in
front of them, it had little chance to stop Mallace (Marquette) who on
the turn, fired a low left-footed blast under Reifsteck at 45 minutes.
Just after the break Herrera (Marquette) walked in from the left side
and found the far inside netting with a strong low drive to make it 20.
Following that, the Fire's impressed with its possession game that
only picked up a head of steam now that it had a 2-goal advantage
and along with the combined work of its back four of Brice Carr
(George Washington), Brad Horton (NIU), Andrew Duran (Creighton)
and Jarrett Kerr (Michigan) little, if anything, was on frame and at
keeper Steve Purdy (UIC) until a 71st minute shot by Robert Smith
that went wide of the post.
"This team has a great mix of players from last year's U18 Academy
team, which qualified for nationals, in addition to players returning
from the U20 National Team," offered Chicago Fire Premium team
president. "We feel very good about our chances in the coming
weeks, but are wary of clubs such as the Kansas City Wizards, and,
of course, Scott Gallagher out of Missouri."

Under-19 Girls Championship
Eclipse: 6 - KUFC: 0

Price’s 3 goal effort leads
Eclipse over KUFC

U19 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select

U19 Girls Finalists: KUFC Premier

(Names listed alphabetically) Tori Burchett, Kelly Butler,
Katie Chaklos, Jill Dunn, Julie Ewing, Jamie Forbes,
Alex Howell, Haley Kopmeyer, Lauren Levitt, Meghan Lewis,
Lauren Mathy, Lindsey Page, Kelli Pawelko, Hannah Peterson,
Jessice Price, Candace Ruff, Carly Samp, Whitney Sharpe,
Casey Short, Sarah Sroka, Erin Tedesco, Vicki Traven;
Coaches: Rory Dames & Mike Nesci

(Names listed alphabetically) Jessie Benchley, Jessica Blair,
Brittany Bodziak, Kirsten Boesen, Kayla Braffet,
Carey Dahlquist, Stephanie Horvath, Rachel Irwin,
Erin McGinnis, Lizzy Niles, Lauren Ostarello, Michelle Peterson,
Liz Phipps, Jessica Rolfs, Jenna Shemky, Rachael Sloan,
Nikki Smith, Devon Thomas, Rachel Wright;
Coach: Dwayne Cruz

The Eclipse are hitting top form at the crucial stage of the tournament
and with the arrival of yet another elite player in, the club appears
primed for a long and prosperous post-season run.

After a frantic opening, Price would score her first of 3 on the day with
the help of Kelly Butler (University of Colorado) who flew up the left side
before finding Price who would finish into the inside netting at 29 minutes.

Three goals in 5-minutes from the golden boots of the Floriday State
University dynamic duo of Casey Short and Jessica Price helped fire the
Eclipse emphatically past KUFC Premier 6-0 in the championship match
at under-19.

Price and Butler would combine again at 52 minutes to start the Eclipse
onslaught, and if not for a terrific stop by KUFC keeper Jessica Rolfs on
Tori Burchett, the Select would have been off and running just seconds
after the break.

Short, who was brought on after intermission, teammed with her Seminole teammate to terrorize the defending champs in the opening moments of the second half to increase its 1-0 lead at the break to 4-0,
before a late strike from Short and another from Lindsey Page ended
the carnage.

"It (was) important for us to get that (goal) to go up 2-0 so early into the
second half, and after that you could see us beginning to come together
a little bit more as the match went on," said Butler.

"That is quite an amazing team," said KUFC coach Dwayne Cruz, "and
they are about to get even better."

Short, herself a member of the U-20 national team, showed why she is
part of the National team with a spectacular goal at 55 minutes as she
unloaded a left-footed blast that exploded into the back of the net from
25 yards.

Eclipse head coach Rory Dames will welcome U-20 national team pool
player Whitney Sharpe (UCLA) in advance of regional play which begins
June 20 to give the club additional depth and talent for a team, which
surprisingly had never won a State Cup title.
"We aren't a full strength (yet) but the club is getting itself ready for the
next step in our run to a hopeful national championship," offered Eclipse
assistant Scott Fonfara.

Thereafter, the result was never in doubt as the Eclipse increased the
tempo and didn't let up until Short and Page finished things up as regulation time nearer.
"There's still a few things that we need to fix, but we should be in great
shape from her on out," Butler would add.

